ABOUT WHUT-TV

In 1980, WHUT-TV became, and remains today the only public broadcasting station licensed to an HBCU - Howard University. Currently, the station’s signal reaches over 2 million households within a 60-miles radius of the Washington, DC metropolitan viewing area. WHUT has been operating fully in HD since 2007.

Keeping to Howard University’s commitment to excellence, leadership and social service, WHUT has become a leader in broadcast communications. The station accomplishes this goal by offering entertaining, relevant and informative programming to our diverse viewing community. Locally-produced, WHUT series include ARTICO and At Howard. In addition, WHUT provides professional training opportunities in television production, engineering and management to Howard University students and interns.

STUDIO RENTAL SERVICES

The studios, audio and production control rooms at WHUT are fully loaded with the most up-to-date technologies and ready for your use. Depending upon your specific production requirements, WHUT production crews are available to completely run, add support, or help troubleshoot any unexpected challenges. You can count on WHUT whether you need a single camera operator, editor, teleprompter assistance or other experienced technicians to finish your project with seamless skill and satisfaction.

WHUT is conveniently located in northwest Washington, DC. Our clients can choose between two, spacious 60’x40’x20’ studios with amenities that include in-studio staging for catering, green room, audio recording booth, teleprompter, and presentation equipment.

Consider WHUT for your next:
• Studio & Field Production,
• Film Screening
• Meeting or Conference
• Special Event

WHUT’s growing list of satisfied clients includes the National Press Club, Interface Media Group, Black Entertainment Television and Discovery Communications, among others.

Call us today for a quote, a tour of our facilities, or how we can accommodate your next production, screening, special event or meeting.

Sharon Drayton, Production Manager
P (202) 806-3217 · F (202) 806-3300
Production@whut.org

Let us help make your production or event memorable, seamless and noteworthy!
MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, SPECIAL EVENTS, & FILM SCREENINGS

Consider WHUT studios as a choice for your next meeting, conference or presentation. Each of our two studios can accommodate up to 100 guests and can be arranged in a variety of settings from theater-style to banquet seating.

Studio amenities include:
- 10x12' projection screen
- 80” flat screen TV
- Podium and sound system
- Video streaming

A combination use of both studios can be arranged to provide larger meeting or presentation space, as well as additional space for breakout sessions, meal breaks, or other meeting requirements. Access to our loading dock makes delivery and pickup of large items convenient. Our staff can also provide recommendations for catering, available parking and security, if needed. Just ask us!

CUSTOM PACKAGES FROM OUR LIGHTING PROFESSIONALS

For the perfect touch, our lighting pros can create just the right atmosphere, using our inventory of lighting instruments and an array of colored gels. We can offer customized lighting patterns, corporate logos, and themes or seasonal graphics.

WHUT IN-STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT INCLUDES:
- Sony multi-function switcher
- Chyron
- Listec teleprompter
- Sony 1400 Studio Cameras
- Logitek Audio Board
- Clear-Com
- Ability to ISO up to 4 cameras
- Direct to server digital recording
- Wall Monitor